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When a man (Robbins) believes he has discovered that his wife is having an affair with his boss, it
sets off a chain reaction of events. First he wanders into a ghetto where a robber (Lawrence) tries to
take his money at gunpoint, but instead sets a wild ride from California to Arizona. The two
eventually become reluctant friends. Discussing robbery techniques, they decide to get back at the
boss by robbing an office safe containing hundreds of thousands of dollars. Life is further
complicated by another pair of robbers who chase the first two for infringing on their territory. My
Age: 13

Nick Beam (Tim Robbins) has a happy life with a good job, good home a good wife (Kelly Preston). All
that changes one day when he comes home early and finds his wife in bed with his boss. He leaves
and while on the road, is carjacked by T (Martin Lawrence). Nick locks T inside, throws his wallet out
the window and drives out into the desert. Nick then decides to steal thousands of dollars with T
from his boss. Also chasing them for their loot are Davis Lanlow (John C. McGinley) and Charlie Dunt
(Giancarlo Esposito).

Good acting performances from the two main leads, the great comedy, and the good ending
altogether make a great film for me. The plot also I believe was good. Sure, the film is a bit stupid,
but it's still very enjoyable. This is one of the funniest films I have ever seen and a lot of it depends
on the performance of Martin Lawrence, who pulls off his role well. As does Tim Robbins, even
though this isn't exactly the kind of film he'd normally be in. I highly recommend Nothing to Lose,
but don't see it if you're expecting a normal, serious Tim Robbins film.

Rating: 82 out of 100 Normally a film such as this would not garner my highest rating. However, Tim
Robbins and Martin Lawrence are fabulous here, displaying excellent timing (see Lawrence's line
"please don't kill me, freaky Jason"), and Patrick Cranshaw as Henry the clerk is unbelievably funny.

Lawrence and Robbins avoid the Tucker-Sheen trap here, and much credit should also go to Odekerk
for both his behind-the-scenes skills and his wonderful cameo as a security guard.

I know, I know, some of you hated this film. Just remember, some of you also enjoyed "Toys" and
"The Stupids." I will admit that almost everyone involved in "Nothing to Lose" has flubbed in other
movies, but here, I can honestly say that I can watch the "there's a spider on your head" routine for
six hours straight.

That's good enough for me. 646f9e108c 
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